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DEVELOPMENT OF "SINGLE WINDOW" IN THE EAEU IS A PROMISING DIRECTION OF THE FOREIGN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
Strategic documents determining directions of "Single Window" mechanism development

Decision No.68 of the Supreme Eurasian Economic Council dated May 29, 2014 "On Main directions of "Single Window" mechanism development within the system of foreign economic activity regulation"

Action Plan to implement the Main directions of "Single Window" mechanism development within the system of foreign economic activity regulation up to 2020

Detailed plan for 2015 to carry out the Action Plan to implement the Main directions of "Single Window" mechanism development within the system of foreign economic activity regulation
CONTENT OF THE ACTION PLAN

Organizational issues

Legal issues

Information and technology issues

Set of measures
ORGANIZATIONAL MECHANISM OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Supranational level

Council of the Eurasian Economic Commission

Board of the Eurasian Economic Commission

Working Group

National level

Authority authorized to introduce "Single Window"

National Advisory Body
LEGAL ISSUES

- Development and approval of a glossary of terms
- Analysis of the statutory regulations preventing development of "Single Window" mechanism
- Creating favourable legal environment for "Single Window"
- Legal support for interaction between the national mechanisms of "Single Window"
- Provision of legally significant transboundary information exchange
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Unification and harmonization of data

Development of data model

Agreement of requirements, formats and structures for the data exchange between the participants

Optimization of business processes of information interaction

Development of technical infrastructure
Layout of "Single Window" mechanism is a visual model of "Single Window" aimed at presenting the functional capabilities and operating principles of a promising mechanism of "Single Window"
### For the Member-States authorities:

- Quality improvement and reduction of delivery time for public services and public function realization;
- Risk management improvement;
- Budget spending reduction of the Member States for the provision of public services and implementation of public functions;
- Quality improvement of public services;
- Simplified administrative procedures and efficiency improvement.

### For participants of foreign economic activity:

- Simplifying information interaction technology with state authorities regulating foreign economic activity;
- Optimizing resources, including labour resources, in foreign economic activity;
- Improving transparency and predictability of business processes related to foreign economic activity.
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